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Abstract 
The natural orientation that facial walks inherit from one of the two senses of an ori- 
entable rotation system cannot be extended to all cycles of the embedding, even for genus zero. 
We explore the limits of such extensions, which we call bifurcatin 9 cycle elements (of the cycle 
space of the embedded graph). We apply this purely combinatorial theory to show the structure 
(previously known by homology) of the cycle space of an embedded graph. 
I. Introduction 
Classically (e.g. Poincarr, Klein, etc.), combinatorial objects were used to analyse 
topological objects. More recently, topological objects have been used to analyse com- 
binatorial objects (e.g. Ringel, Youngs, Thomassen, Robertson and Seymour, etc.). 
In so doing, that it is not necessary to depend on the existing complex machinery 
of algebraic topology is revealed particularly in C. Thomassen's studies of rotation 
systems. A rotation system (Heftier, 1891; Edmonds, 1960) is a combinatorial object 
that essentially captures the notion of (2-cell) embedded graph. The orientable rotation 
systems we study here may sometimes be called (graph) embeddings. 
A salient feature of embedded graphs is the presence and absence of orientation. 
It is ubiquitous and yet seems inessential. For each of the two orientations assignable 
to a rotation system, a 'natural orientation' affixes to the faces but does not extend to 
all cycles. It does extend to a class of elements of the cycle space of the graph of the 
embedding, viz., the class of bifurcating (relative to the embedding) cycle elements. 
We find three equivalent characterizations of this class, leading to a simple, general, and 
purely combinatorial proof of the known fact that S(//)/No is isomorphic to the freely 
generated Abelian group on 2g involutions, where g is the genus of an embedding H
whose cycle space is S(H) (here as throughout, graph-theoretic erminology applied to 
an embedding refers to the underlying raph of the embedding), and No is the class 
of//-bifurcating elements of S(H). 
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2. Definitions and basics 
For terminology and basics: pertaining to rotation systems I follow [4]; pertaining 
to graphs I follow Bondy and Murty [1,2]. 
A graph, G, is defined to be a finite set V = V(G) of vertices, together with a subset 
E=E(G) of pairs of distinct elements of V(G) which we call edges of G. A sub- 
graph H of graph G is a graph with F(H) _C V(G) and E(H) C_ E(G). By convention, 
nv = IV(G)[ and ne = [E(G)[. Vertices v and w are called adjacent when {v,w} EE(G). 
A graph can be specified as a set of adjacency lists, one per vertex, of adjacent vertices 
(or of incident edges). Edge {a,b} may be oriented as arc (a,b) or (b,a). 
An embedded graph G (or a rotation system H) is a graph G together with a cyclic 
ordering of each adjacency list. Inverting a single list in an embedding ives a different 
embedding. If  every list of an embedding H is inverted, the resulting embedding is 
identified with H. 
A walk (resp. trail resp. path) in G is a finite sequence Vl, v2 ..... Vp in V(G) with 
(vi, Vi+l ) C E(G) for 1 ~< i ~< p - 1 (resp. with no repeated edges, resp. with no repeated 
vertices). A closed walk or trail is one in which Vl = Vp. A cycle is a closed walk with 
no repeated vertices except vl --Vp. In closed walks and trails and in cycles no vertex 
is distinguished as first. 
Ho =ul,u2 ..... ua denotes the cyclic list of v in embedding H. We write Ud =uo 
and Hk(u j )  = U(j+k)modd (the kth vertex following uj in the list of v). 
We define a face of an embedding /7 to be a minimal closed walk such that 
Ilo,(Vi_l)=Vi+l for all i. Each arc occurs once so each edge occurs twice in the 
set of faces, possibly in the same face. F(a, b) denotes the face determined by arc 
(a,b). 
The genus, g(H), of an embedding /7 is defined by the Euler-Poincar~ formula, 
g(H) = (ne - no - nf + 2)/2. A graph is connected if every two vertices are joined 
by a path. A component of a graph is a maximal-connected subgraph. If  G is not 
connected, but has 09 components, the formula becomes g(/7)= (ne- nv-  nf + 2~o)/2. 
The genus of a graph G, denoted g(G) is defined to be the minimum of the genera of 
the embeddings of G. (Topologically, a graph of genus k is one that embeds without 
crossing edges in the surface with k handles). 
I f /7  is an embedding of connected graph G which has connected subgraph H, then 
the induced embedding of H is also referred to as H. If eEE(G) and both G and 
G with e deleted are connected then the genus of the subgraph is computed to be 
the same as or one less than the genus of G so the genus of any connected graph is 
non-negative. The genus of a graph is equal to the sum of the genera of its (maximal) 
blocks. 
If C is a sensed cycle of H, and if (u,v) is an edge of C followed by (v,w), 
then w=Hff(u) for some positive integer p. All edges Fly(u), H2v(u), p--1 .... /7~ (u) are 
l iP+l-  /-/p+2~ . d--1 said to be incident to C on the left, while the edges o (u), ,-o tu) ..... lio (u), 
(where d is the degree of v) are said to be incident to C on the right. I f  e c E(FI) is 
not incident to C then e is said to be on the left (resp. right) of C in /7  just if there 
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exists a path beginning in e and ending in e t incident o C on the left (resp. right), and 
internally disjoint from C. The left graph of a cycle C of an embedding If, denoted 
Gt(C, II, G), or l(C), is then defined to be the graph induced by the edges on the left 
of C. We define subgraph L(C) = l(C) U C. Similarly, we can define all the above for 
the right side of C. 
If C is a cycle in a H-embedded graph G with edge disjoint left and right graphs 
(C is then H-separating) then the H-genus of G proves to be the sum of the H-genera 
of R(C) = r(C) U C and L(C) = I(C) U C. If one of R(C) and L(C) has H-genus zero, 
we say that C is H-contractible. 
A tree is a connected graph that has no cycles. A spanning tree T of a graph G is 
a subgraph of G which is a tree, and includes every vertex of G. The set of ne - nv + 1 
distinct cycles, called a fundamental set for G, obtained by adding the various edges 
of G not in spanning T to T constitute a basis for the cycle space of the graph G. 
We call each element of the cycle space a cycle element. Cycle space is a subvector 
space of the space of all formal sums of edges (over Z2) of the graph. A closed trail, 
or reduced (number of edge occurrences mod2) walk, stripped of orientation consists 
of edge-disjoint cycles and as such is an element of the cycle space of any containing 
graph. Any cycle of a trail (or reduced walk) can be taken to be one of the cycles of 
a cycle decomposition of that trail or walk. 
3. Orientation 
We may assign one of two orientations to a given rotation system I I  (inverting all 
the adjacency lists). An orientation of I I  induces a (natural) orientation of the facial 
walks, and of the corresponding cycle elements. This natural orientation does not extend 
to all cycle elements, however, even when I I  is of genus zero. We investigate just how 
far this natural induced orientation can be extended. 
By an oriented cycle element we mean a cycle element in which an orientation has 
been assigned to each edge, so there are 21e(C)l ways to orient C. By a If-alternating 
orientation of cycle element c~ we mean an orientation of ¢£ in which at each vertex v 
of ,~ the (circular) sequence of edges incident with v alternates between into v, (uv), 
and out from v, (vu). There are just two ways to give a //-alternating orientation, or 
sense to a cycle, and these are independent of the embedding If. There are just 2 c ways 
to give an alternating orientation to a set of c disjoint cycles. I f  ~ is a connected I I  
embedded cycle element hen c£ has either no, or just two, H-alternating orientations, 
because an orientation of some edge of H-embedded ~ propagates to all of ~, either 
consistently, in which case so does the opposite orientation, or not. Therefore, also if 
has c components then it has either no or 2 c //-alternating orientations. A cycle 
element hat has a //-alternating orientation is called a H-alternating cycle element 
regardless of any orientation actually assigned to it. 
A cycle element must be //-alternating for sidedness to be defined. Let (c~, Q) be 
a cycle element with If-alternating orientation. An edge uv not in E(~)  is said to be 
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incident o ~ on the left (resp. on the right) if v is in V(C~), uv is not in E(Cg) and u 
occurs in the circular ordered list Hv after x and before y, where (xv) and (vy) (resp. 
(vx) and (yv)) are successive arcs of (cg, Q) in H~. 
We say that an edge is incident o c~ from without if it is incident o ~ on the left 
or on the right. An edge can be incident to c~ from without zero, one, or two times. 
The following facts about sidedness can be stated without reference to orientation, even 
though orientation plays a role in their proof. 
Proposition 3.1. I f  ~ is a H-alternatin9 cycle element and c~, a H-embedded cycle 
element hen c~, is incident o ~ from without an even number of times. 
Proof. Associate with cg any H-alternating orientation. Let C 1 + C 2 -'1- " ' "  -'[- C k be any 
edge-disjoint cycle decomposition of cg,. It is enough to show that each Ci is incident 
to qg from without an even number of times. Vertices of ~ where Ci is incident from 
without just once must occur in pairs representing end vertices of subpaths of Ci. Thus, 
there are an even number of these. Ci cannot be incident more than twice to cg at any 
vertex of ¢g because Ci is a cycle. Therefore, the total number of incidences of Ci to 
from without is even. [] 
Corollary 3.2. I f  ~ is a H-alternating cycle element and ~' a H-embedded cycle 
element hen ~' is incident o ~ on one side an odd (resp. even) number of times iff 
c~, is incident o ~ on the other side an odd (even) number of times. 
Thus, we say that a cycle element cg, is H-odd (resp. H-even) with respect o H- 
alternating c~ just when ~g' is incident o cg on the left an odd (resp. even) number of 
times. 
The following Proposition proves and generalizes the well-known fact that if C1 and 
C2 are any two 'sensed' (i.e. with a H-alternating orientation) cycles, then Ct is H-odd 
(resp. even) with respect o C2 iff C2 is H-odd (resp. even) with respect o C1. The 
degree of vertex v is denoted 6(v) (or dn(v)). 
Proposition 3.3. Let ¢g and ¢g~ be any H-alternating cycle elements. Then cg is H-odd 
(resp. H-even) with respect o ~ iff ¢gt is H-odd (resp. H-even) with respect o ~. 
Proof. It is sufficient o give the demonstration for the H-odd case. 
Let V= V(Cg A cg ') and E =E(C~ N cg'). Taking sums in the two element field, define 
the following functions: 
Fl(V)vev = 1 if # edges of c~ incident to ¢g~ on the left is odd, else 0. 
F2(v)v~v = 1 if # edges of cg incident to ~gt on the right is odd, else 0. 
F3(v)~cv = 1 if # edges of ¢gi incident o cg on the left is odd, else 0. 
Fa(v)~o, = 1 if # edges of c~p incident to c~ on the right is odd, else 0. 
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Fs(v)~ev = 1 
G(e)eeE = 1 
fi  = Y~ Fi(v) 
vEV 
if ((Fl(v) + F3(v),F2(v) + Fg(v)) = (1, 1), else 0. 
if e is oriented similarly in c~ and ~', else 0. 
for i=1  .. . . .  5. 
Thus, cg (resp. c~,) is H-odd with respect o ~' (resp. c£) just if ( f t , f2)-=(1,  1) (resp. 
( f3 , f4)=(1,1) ) .  By 3.2 ( f l , f2 )  (similarly, (f3,f4)) can only equal (0,0) or (1,1). 
We need to show ( fb f2 )  + (f3,f4) = (0,0). 
For every v C V we do have that d~e(v)+ d~¢,(~)= 0 (each summand is even) and 
4 therefore }-']~i-1 ~(v)+ 2&en~,(v)= 0 because it equals the previous expression. There- 
fi Ca ore, also ~i=1 F~(v) = 0. Consequently, for all v E V, Fl(v) + F2(v) = F3(v) + Fa(v). 
From this it follows that Fs(v)=0 just when (Fl(v) + F3(v),F2(v) + F4(v))=(0,0). 
Summing over the v for which Fs(v)= 0, we have 
F,(v)+ E F3(V), E E F4(v)] =(0,0). 
v t =0 vlFs(v)=O vlFs(v)=O vl~(v)=O / 
Thus, we need show only that summing over the remaining v, those for which Fs(v) = 1 
also gives us the same equality. 
We have our result iff the number of vertices for which Fs(v)= 1 is even. By 
Lemma 3.4 (following), Fs(v) = 1 just when the number of edges e E E incident o v 
such that G(e) = 1 is odd. Now the subgraph H of (V,E) induced by the edges of E 
for which G(e)= 1 has for vertices those v in V for which Fs(v)= 1. Every v in H is 
of odd degree. By an elementary result of graph theory, the number of vertices in H 
is therefore ven. The main result follows. [] 
Lemma 3.4 (used in the preceding Proposition). I f  v is a vertex in the intersection 
of two Fl-alternating cycle elements cg and ¢g~ and parameters Fi and V and E are 
defined as in the proof of Proposition 3.3, then Fs(v) = 1 just when the number of 
edges e E E incident to v such that G(e) = 1 is odd. 
Proof. For convenience, we define two more parameters F6(v)=Fl(v)+ F3(v) and 
FT(v)--F2(v) +F4(v) (so that Fs(v)---(F6(v),F7(v))) and, since there is only one vertex 
v in context here, we abbreviate ach F/(v) to F/. This leaves us free to parameterize 
over segments of the edge list of v: If el and e2 are distinct edges in E, in order in 
H~ restricted to edges in E, then for each i F/(el,e2) is defined in the obvious way. 
The proof proceeds essentially by maintaining a running count of several parameters 
while circumlocuting the H list of v. 
First, we note that (the running count of) parameters F6 and F7, and so too F5 add 
for segments of the list of v from one edge of E to the next (i.e. if el, e2, and e3 are 
successive dges in the list of v, then F6(el,e2)+ F6(e2,e3)=F6(el,e3), and similarly 
for F7 and Fs). 
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Table 1 
Qty Initial edge Terminal edge (/~, F7 ) (F5) 
4 Both out Opposite (0,1 ) 0 
2 Both out Both out (I,1) 1 
4 Both in Opposite (1,0) 0 
2 Both in Both in ( 1,1 ) 1 
4 Opposite Both in (0,1) 0 
4 Opposite Opposite (0,0) 0 
4 Opposite Both out (1,0) 0 
Next, we make the following simplifying observations: 
(1) If  el and e2 are successive dges in the list of v, both in E(Cg), or both in E(Cg) '
but neither in E, then deleting these two edges does not affect the values of the F,.. 
(2) If  el and e2 are successive dges in the list of v, both in E then deleting these 
two edges does not affect the values of the F/. 
(3) If  el, e2, e3, and e4 are successive dges in the list of v, none of which is in 
E, then (even when item (1) does not apply), deleting these four edges does not 
affect the values of the F/. 
Applying these three observations reduces the number of different segments (of the/7- 
list of v between successive in E) to consider to a list of 24. We qualify the edges 
of E incident o v as both out (meaning, oriented out from v in both E(~)  and E(C~t)), 
both in, and opposite. Of the 24 segments to consider, there are six commencing from 
each type of e E E ('opposite' can be either out in ¢g, and in in ~ or out in c~, and 
in cg). 
(The list of 24 can be reduced to 16 by the following observation: for each of the 
four sorts, the list of six includes two of length 5 (five edges, only the first and last in 
E). Each of these two reduces to one (in the same list of six) of length 3, by throwing 
away the second and fourth edges. The values of the Fi are preserved.) 
Table 1 specifies, for the complete list of 24 segments, the number of each type 
('Qty'), the kinds of initial and terminal edge for the segment (these are in E, while 
the one to three others, are not in E), and the values of the parameters F6, F7 and F5 
for each. 
Note types 'both out to both in' and 'both in to both out' were eliminated by earlier 
reductions. Of course, there do exist unreducible segments, e.g. beginning with 'both 
out' and ending in 'both in' but there is at least one edge of E in the segment. It is 
apparent directly from Table 1 line 2 (resp. line 4) that a vertex with only a single 
edge of e incident, and that edge 'both out' (resp. 'both in'), has F5 = 1. The converse 
(again in the special case where v is incident to only a single edge e of E) follows 
from the fact that lines 2 and 4 of the table are the only lines with F5 = 1. 
To demonstrate he general case (where any number of edges of E may be incident 
to v), we must consider circular sequences of segments of the seven types in the table, 
with compatible ndpoints. The sequences correspond 1-1 with all reduced lists of v. 
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Furthermore, these sequences correspond 1-1 with the set of closed walks in the aux- 
iliary digraph D=(V,A)  where V={BO,  opp, BI) and A consists of loops labelled 
(1, 1), (0,0), and (1, 1) on vertices BO, opp, BI respectively, arcs labelled (0, 1) from 
BO to opp and from opp to BI, and arcs labelled (1, 0) from BI to opp, and from opp 
to BO, (so IA(D)I -- 7). If the list of v has no 'opposite' edges in E, then a closed 
walk consists of k loops at either BI (the 'both in' node) or BO (the 'both out' node), 
with corresponding (F6,FT)=(k,k), and thus F5 = 1 just when the number of edges 
in E (none 'opposite') is odd, as required. 
If at least one of the edges incident o v in the reduced list is 'opposite' then the 
corresponding closed walk in the digraph must pass through the node opp. If we let 
kl (resp. k2) denote the number of times the walk passes through BO (resp. BI), 
then for this walk we have (F6,F7)=(kl +k2,kl +k2). Therefore, we have also in this 
most general case the required result, that F5 = 1 just when the number of edges of E 
incident o v that are similarly directed is odd. [] 
4. Surface separation and bifurcation 
Assume (the underlying graph of) H is connected. We generalize Thomassen's 
H-separating cycles to//-bifurcating (in general, disconnected) cycle elements, a proper 
subclass of the class of//-alternating cycle elements. 
Let (cg, Q) be a cycle element with //-alternating orientation. We say that an edge 
e = uv of H is on the left of (c£, Q) if either e is incident o ((g, Q) on the left or 
there exists a path uv.. .xy disjoint from cg except at y and possibly at u, and xy is 
incident o ~ on the left. We define on the right of cg similarly. The subembedding 
induced by the edges on the left (resp., right) of (cg, Q) is denoted Gl(~, Q,H, G) 
or simply l(~) (resp., Gr(Cg, Q,// ,G) or r(Cg)). If there exists //-alternating Q for 
which Gl(Cg, Q, II, G) and Gr(C~, Q,H, G) are edge disjoint, we call cg ~~-bifurcating. 
The orientation of any single edge in / /  propagates throughout / /  if we stipulate 
//-alternation within ~ (and the consequent rightness or leftness of edges outside 
of ~g). If c~ is//-bifurcating, then there exists a consistent such propagation and there 
exist just two //-alternating orientations Q and QC (in which all arcs are reversed) 
of ~ for which the two sides of c~ are edge disjoint. If orientation (uv) of edge uv 
of cycle element cg propagates consistently throughout H, then so does orientation 
(vu). 
We call Q and QC the two senses of qq. Of the many//-alternating orientations of c~ 
we say that just these two that are senses are consonant with the bifurcation. Thus, if 
cg is//-bifurcating, it follows that l(C£) and r(C£) are unique up to switching. We call 
fig, Q) a BIO//ACE if cg is a //-bifurcating cycle element and Q is a//-alternating 
orientation consonant with//-bifurcation. We have shown 
Proposition 4.1. Cycle element cg is H-bifurcat&9 iff an arbitrary orientation of any 
edge of ~ propagates consistently throughout H. 
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Proposition 4.2. I f  cg is/l-bifurcating with o~( G) components then 
g(L(C~)) + g(R(Cd)) - ~o(L(Cg)) - co(R(Cg)) = 0(1-1) + g(Cd) - co(cg) - 1. (1) 
Proof. The proof, like that for Proposition 3.2 in [4] is a simple counting argument: 
Letting n, e, f ,  and g denote the number of (resp.) vertices, edges, //-faces, and 
H-genus, we have n(L(Cg))+n(R(Cg))= n(//)+n(C~), e(L(qq))+e(R(~))= e(//)+e(C~), 
and f ( L (~) )+f (R( fg ) )  = f ( / / )+f (~g) .  Using the Euler-Poincar6 equation to compute 
2g for each of L(Cg), R(Cg), 17, and cg, we conclude that 2LHS(Eq. (1))=2RHS 
(Eq. (1)), and so Eq. (1) itself holds. [] 
We derive a third characterization f//-bifurcation i terms of the Boolean algebra 
of facial walks o f / / .  A//-facial walk W is identified with the element of cycle space 
which is W reduced and stripped of orientation. Explicitly, define ~b :F ( / / )~  S(II)  by 
~(W)  : ZeiEE(W)ci(mod 2)el where ci is the multiplicity of ei in W. { W/} denotes an 
element of ~ =P(F( / / ) ) ,  the power set of the set of faces of/7. 
An element {IV/,-} of M(//) can be envisioned as a 'closed generalized checkerboard' 
whose black regions are the faces of {W/} and whose red regions are the faces of 
{W/} c =F(/7)\{W/} with regions of the same colour meeting only at isolated vertices. 
The cycle element identified with {W/} is ~ W/. Explicitly, we extend the domain 
of ~b to ~(/7) justified by the fact that adding faces (coefficients of edges modulo 2) 
corresponds to adding corresponding cycle elements. 
The proof of the following Lemma is straightforward. The symmetric difference is 
defined by aAb =- a. b c + b. a c, or, in our context, aAb : (a M b c) U (b MaC). 
Lemma 4.3. Every Boolean algebra (~,+, . ,c ,0,  1) is an abelian group (~,A,0). 
Proposition 4.4. The map qS: {W/} ~-~ ~ ~ E S(//) is two to one. 
Proof. Since q~ is a group homomorphism, and since ~b(0) = c~(F(/7)), by Lemma 4.3, 
it is sufficient to check that 0 has no other elements in its preimage. This must be so, 
since otherwise there exists { W/} % 0 with q~({ W/})= 0, and then there must exist faces 
F1 and F2 adjacent in edge e, with F1E{W/} and F2 E {W/}L But then eE q~({W/}), a
contradiction. [] 
Proposition 4.5. Cycle element cg is //-bifurcating iff ~ is a sum of facial walks 
o f / / .  
Proof. Let cycle element c£ be//-bifurcating. Then the set of facial walks with edges 
in leg U cg sum to ~, as do the set of facial walks with edges in rCg U ~, i.e., every 
//-bifurcating element of S(/ / )  is in the image of q~. 
For the other direction, let {W/} c_ F(H)  summing to oK. Edge e E E(~g) is in just 
one of the {W/}, say W, and e occurs just once in W. Assign to e the W-natural 
orientation. Thus, a unique orientation is assigned to all the edges of cg. We must 
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show that this orientation is alternating and that with this orientation r(Cg) and l(Cg) 
are edge disjoint. Let v be in V(C~) and let uv and wv be successive dges of cg 
incident o v, i.e. /Tv . . . .  uulu2. . .ukw. . ,  with uiv not in E(Cg) for any i. Now, either 
W . . . .  uvul is among the ~ or not. If it is then uv is oriented into v and facial walk 
...ulvu2 ... is also among the W/ (or UlV would be in E(c~)). Similarly, each facial 
walk ...ujvuj+l ... up to and including ...ukvw... is among the W//. Therefore, edge 
vw is oriented out of v. The argument for the case in which W is not among the W// is 
similar. All the faces incident to v that in the previous argument were among the Wi 
are in the current case not among the Wi. It follows that the orientation assigned to 
is alternating. 
To show that rCg and lc~ are edge disjoint, suppose  E E( l~)M E(rCg). Then there 
exists a minimal ength path P--UUlU2... Ukl) containing e and incident o ~ on the left 
at u and incident o cg on the right at v. P has no other points of incidence with cg. The 
edge e~= ulu of P incident with c~ on the left belongs to one of the W/. Therefore, so 
does every edge incident with Ul if ul ~ v. Similarly, for every edge incident to each 
Uj, j<~k. Therefore, ukvEE(Wi) for one of the Wi. Therefore, there exists W in {Wi} 
incident o ~ on the right, a contradiction. Therefore, r~ and leg are edge disjoint, so 
cg is//-bifurcating, and the {~} are the faces of/cg U Z. 
Switching the orientation of all edges of cg results in switching rC£ and leg, and the 
{IV/,.} become the faces of rCg under the new orientation. [] 
Thus, there is a one-to-one correspondence b tween the bipartitions of the set of 
facial walks o f /7  and the set of//-bifurcating cycle elements of H; and there is a 
one-to-one correspondence b tween the elements of the Boolean algebra P(F(/7))  and 
the BIO/TACEs of /7 ,  which, inheriting the Boolean operations of P(F(/7))  is itself 
a Boolean algebra. (Curiously, the empty cycle element 0 E S(/7) too must have two 
//-alternating orientations, corresponding to 0 E P(F( I I ) )  and to F(/7) E P(F(/7)) .)  Al- 
though the symmetric difference operation and complementation in P(F( /7))  translate 
transparently ((cg, Q)C= (cg, QC)), the union and intersection operations correspond to 
something more interesting. If  we denote by * the operation corresponding to intersec- 
tion then (6~3, Q3)----((b~l, Q1 )* (c~2, Q2) cannot be immediately determined locally (at 
a particular arc), as is the case with symmetric difference. But the effect of * can be 
determined at each vertex of V = V(Cgl ) N V(~2) as follows: 
Let E=E(~I ) fq  E(C~2). Then for vC V, the arcs M 3 of  ((~3,Q3) incident with v 
are just those which are the second (resp. first) of two successive inwardly (resp. 
outwardly) oriented arcs (one of each type, ~i, i = 1,2), when this second (resp. first) 
is not contracurrent (oppositely oriented to an arc of opposite type in the same edge). 
Thus, in particular, every concurrent edge of E incident with v is in A3, no contracurrent 
edge is in A3. This algorithm determines for every arc incident with v, whether it is 
in A3. But the other arcs of (c~3, Q3) are determined by propagation (from those arcs 
incident to a v in V) through U=E(C~I )U  E(cK2). The operation corresponding to 
union can be specified in a similar way, or alternatively, via symmetric difference 
and *. 
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More generally, any Boolean algebra can be 'collapsed' in a similar way (identifying 
complementary elements) to get a vector space over the {0, 1} field, whose group 
operation is symmetric difference; and any such vector space V gives rise to a space 
of Boolean algebras: those which collapse to V. 
The facial walks of c~ (in the embedding induced by H) have no repeated edges and 
consist of sets of cycles of ~. In BIO/-/ACE (cg, Q) we call a H-facial walk F a left 
walk (more explicitly, a left) (~, Q) walk if F has the same sense as Q; otherwise 
we say F is a right cg walk (i.e. a right (~, Q) walk). 
We say that left (resp. right) c~ walks FI and F2 merge if there exists a uv-path P in 
/ /  disjoint from cd except in its end vertices u and v that is incident on the left (resp. 
right) to both F1 and F2. A left region (resp. right region) of (c~, Q) is a set of facial 
walks of cg that is maximal with respect o merging. The regions, with the relation ad- 
jacent, in the sense sharing an edge constitute a bipartite graph, (whose vertices are the 
regions), each of whose partite sets is a side of oK. This is not the dual graph of c¢ itself 
(which may be disconnected) but is the (topological) dual of c~ as embedded by H. 
The loss of structure incurred by passage from a general embedded graph to one of 
its bifurcations is not so much that the genus of the underlying raph of c~ can be 
determined efficiently: 
Proposition 4.6. The problem BG: 'Does connected bifurcation c~ have genus not 
more than k?' is NP-complete. 
Proof. BG is in NP since genus can be checked in polynomial time. To show the 
problem is NP-complete, we reduce Graph Genus (proved NP-complete in [3]) to BG 
so we will have that 'BG is in P' implies 'GG is in P' and hence our result. 
Let G be a graph. Let B be the bifurcation (not, however, in the cycle space of G) 
constructed from G by replacing every edge of G by a small cycle. We claim (and all 
we need to show is) that B and G have the same genus. B can clearly be embedded in
whatever surface G can, so the genus of B is not greater than that of G. On the other 
hand, the subgraph of B obtained by deleting one of the two uv-paths of the new cycle 
at edge uv, for each uv in E(G)), is a subdivision of G, and so the genus of G is not 
greater than that of B. Therefore, B and G have the same genus and the reduction is 
established. [] 
We give a proof of a fact well known from homology, in terms of rotation systems. 
Recall that the subspace No(//) of the cycle space S(H) is the space of H-bifurcating 
elements of S(II). 
Proposition 4.7. The cycle space S(H) of an orientable rotation system modulo the 
subspace of bifurcating elements is the group freely generated by 2g(//) commuting 
involutions. In particular, [S(//)/No(H)I--2 g(m. 
Proof. IS(//)[ = 2 e(n)-n(n)+l because a fundamental set of cycles has a basis of e-n+ 1 
elements. [P(F(//))[ = 2 f( / / )  ~-2 e(n)-n(n)+2-2o(n) by Euler-Poincar& Therefore, by the 
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established properties of qS, IN0(//)l = 2f ( / / ) - I  = 2e(lll-n(ll)+l-2g(ll). Therefore, by the 
theorem of Lagrange, IS(/ / ) /No(/ /)[  =2 z°tn). Also, all elements in the quotient are 
commuting involutions. [] 
5. Conclusions 
Motivated by the hope of defining homotopy in rotation systems in analogy with (and 
generalizing) Thomassen's definition of contractibility employed in, e.g. [4] we have 
defined //-bifurcation for cycle elements of the cycle space of a rotation system /7, 
generalizing H-separation as defined for H-embedded cycles and proved its equivalence 
to another formulation in homological terms (avoiding simplicial complexes), and to 
another formulation in terms of H-alternating orientation, this latter occasioning some 
exploration of concepts of orientation and allowing a short proof of Proposition 4.7. 
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